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Why Sharing is important

• Data	driving	rise	of	precision	medicine.

• Genomics	data	without	context	has	limited	value

• There	are	many	specialisms	looking	for	their	own	view	of	the	data:	
researchers,	physicians,	health	administrators.	All	looking	for	
genomic,	clinical,	environmental	and	lifestyle	data	information	in	their	
own	specific	context	– either	population	or	patient	centred.



Why Sharing is important

• Ideally,	they	should	be	provided	with	a	common	framework	to	make	use	of	
the	data.

• Information	management	is	the	key	to	the	future,	provided	we	keep	
patients	at	the	centre – which	raises	data	security,	and	privacy	concerns.

• Recommended	lecture:
• John	Quackenbush
• Centre	for	Big	Data	Research	in	Health	– University	of	New	South	Wales
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNj_rtE7e5Q
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1.(Objectives( (
Our vision is to maximise the gains for patients and for medical research that will come from the 
explosion in human health data. To realise this potential we need to accumulate medical and biological 
data on an unprecedented scale and complexity, to coordinate it, to store it safely and securely, and to 
make it readily available to interested researchers. It is vital to develop people with the skills and expertise 
to exploit these data for the benefit of patients. Together, UCL Partners, the Francis Crick Institute, 
Sanger Institute and the European Bioinformatics Institute shall deliver the following:  

1.1#Create#a#powerful#eMedLab#e3infrastructure#(lead:#Smith)!
We are hampered in our work to generate new medical insights because of the fragmented accessibility of 
fundamental clinical and research data, and the lack of a high-performance computing (HPC) facility in 
which to analyse them. We shall build eMedLab, a shared computer cluster to integrate and share 
heterogeneous data from personal healthcare records, imaging, pharmacoinformatics and genomics. 
Through co-location, we will eliminate the delays and security risks that occur when data are moved. It 
also provides a platform to develop analytical tools that allow biomedical researchers to transform raw 
data into scientific insights and clinical outcomes. eMedLab will store data securely and its modular 
design will ensure sustainability through expansion and replacement. This will cost £6.8M. 

1.2#Expand#capacity:#Medical#Bioinformatics#Research#&#Training#Academy#(lead:#Lomas)!
As part of the UK’s healthcare strategy, we will train the next generation of clinicians and scientists to 
ensure that the NHS’s ability to apply genomic and imaging data to clinical care is among the best in the 
world. We shall establish a Medical Bioinformatics Research and Training Academy where basic and 
clinical scientists, research fellows, post-docs and PhD students will be trained for world-leading 
computational biomedical science. The Academy will ensure that interactions cut across the traditional 
boundaries of disease types. We will fund 4 Career Development Fellowships (CDFs) to recruit 
outstanding junior faculty; successful fellows will choose their home institution from one, or combination 
of the 4 partners. Research activities will be coordinated by the Academy Labs. We will form synergistic 
links with the Farr Institute of Health Informatics Training Academy in e-Health and the UK-ELIXIR node 
for bioinformatics training. This will cost £2.1M. 

1.3#Strategic#overview!
This is a strategically critical bid for establishing medical bioinformatics in the UK; it will enable us build 
on our existing strengths to treat diseases (Fig 1). Secure partner data will be loaded into eMedLab, 
alongside public data from projects such as ENCODE and 1000 Genomes; it will also interface with 
industry-derived data and the new Global Alliance to allow secure sharing of genomic and clinical data. 
The consolidated, integrated information, along with associated tool and analytics, will drive the activities 
of the Academy, and provide the substrate for research performed by the CDFs as well as researchers 
among partners. This bid leverages >£10M of grant investment plus £1.8M industry investment, and 
provides opportunities to apply for additional funding for infrastructure and capacity growth. 

For illustration, we describe exemplar projects that will be enabled by our partnership. (i) We highlight 3 
disease domains in which we have unique strengths: rare diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and cancer. 
(ii) We focus on 3 data types in which we have outstanding skills: genomic (primarily genetic), imaging 
(ranging in scale from whole organs to histopathological samples) and e-Health information (patient 
records and deep phenotyping). Close links with the Farr Health Informatics Research Institute at UCL 
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4.2#Structure#and#management#of#eMedLab#(lead:#Smith) 
The partners are experienced in large, shared infrastructures projects. The Crick (lead: Smith) and the 
partners will lead a team of 10 FTE HPC Research Technologists to manage the day-to-day operations of 
the eMedLab hardware and middleware including procurement, building and maintenance. We shall 
provide a unified and complete portfolio of Research IT services including: Research Computing, 
Research Data, Research Software Development, Information Security and Governance, and a secure data 
centre in which to host the hardware. An important component is a collaborative space that will allow all 

users to share data in a secure and adaptable way 
within multiple collaborations (Fig. 3). This space 
will also allow scientific applications, data 
services and middleware applications to be 
developed without jeopardising the production 
systems. eMedLab will have a managed 
programme of upgrades through the life of the 
infrastructure. We will make best use of the 
resources by applying “elastic-computing” 
technologies, allowing access to lightly loaded 
parts of the infrastructure when not in use by 
others. Each partner will, however, have a 
guaranteed allocation should they require it.  

  
4.3#Links#to#the#Farr@UCLP#infrastructure#(lead:#Hemingway) 
We shall leverage existing MRC investments in IT by building on the experience of the design, 
technology platform and operating processes of the Farr@UCLP’s infrastructure. eMedLab will promote 
the use of shared resources across the partners and the Farr@UCLP through secure, direct connections 
using JANET Lightpath technologies. Critically, eMedLab will be linked through the Farr@UCLP’s 
network of NHS Trusts, providing direct access to these rich clinical datasets and deeply phenotyped 
cohorts. This extensive NHS data source will therefore be made securely available to a wider section of 
researchers though the UCLP secure data network, both increasing the volume of direct data, but also 
increasing the collaborative links available to researchers. 

4.4#The#tranSMART#knowledge#management#platform#(lead:#Coveney,#Hubbard)#
The storage and compute resources will be linked by a middleware layer maintained by the HPC Research 
Technologists, and the analytics pipelines will be integrated into virtual machines to increase system 
mobility, robustness, scalability and flexibility. We currently plan to deploy the tranSMART knowledge 
management platform, though we will continue to explore alternative open source platforms developed by 
initiatives like CERN OpenLab Technologies and OpenStack. tranSMART is increasingly adopted to 
present data to the user through a unified interface, making it a natural point of interoperation with other 
bids (including the Kings Health Partners Medical Bioinformatics Centre and Imperial). However, since it 
does not sufficiently support image storage, we will complement it with the a data warehouse developed 
by the UCLP p-medicine project; this is an open source/standards solution for federating anonymised 
genomic, imaging and clinical data held at different administrative domains. We will develop the data 
warehouses so they are interoperable and we will ensure they satisfy the security and pseudonymisation 
requirements of the partners. We will link our anonymised data warehouse to the identifiable patient data 
safe haven being developed at Farr@UCLP and we will use that capability when necessary to work on 
identifiable patient data. For data access a possible solution is the tranSMART Data Explorer that provides 
a user interface and powerful search capabilities. Analytics components such as TRANSFoRm can be 
added to improve interoperability between diverse ontologies to facilitate data linkage and reasoning. 
Moreover, these platforms can also connect with external tools such as the Integrative Genomics Viewer, 
Galaxy, Cytoscape, GeneGo, and R. 
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Federated Institutional support
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Infrastructure specs

• 6048	cores (E5-2695v2)
• 252 IBM	Flex	servers,	each with

• 24	cores
• 512GB	RAM per	compute server
• 240GB	SSD	(2x120GB	RAID0)
• 2x10Gb Ethernet

• 3:1	Mellanox Ethernet	fabric
• IBM	GSS26	– Scratch	1.2PB
• IBM	GSS24	– General	Purpose	(Bulk)	4.3PB
• Cloud OS	– OpenStack

OCF Response to Mini Competition under NSSA Framework 
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UCL Specification Contractors Technical Solution 

Ref 
no 

Requirement Individ
ual 
score 
weight
ings 

 

Compli
ant? 

FC/PC/NC
/NA 

 

Contractor response 
Please fill in your response to the specification here.  If additional information is attached, please give document references.  Please 
do  not  provide  “yes”  responses  in  the  following  sections.    Where  a  requirement is met please explain how you meet or exceed this 
requirement. 

may be acceptable 
in the network. 

Our network design would accommodate connecting a number of devices directly into the 

40Gb core switches using 40Gb connections. We propose using this for our scratch storage 

solution due to the high bandwidth required from it. Our compute nodes will also benefit from 

this in that fewer hops across the network will be required than from connecting the scratch 

storage into a leaf switch. 

1.7
.2 

Your proposed 
solution must 
provide a separate 
dedicated 1 Gb/s 
interconnect for 
monitoring and 
management. 

3 FC 

OCF have included a separate 1Gb/s Ethernet monitoring and management network which will 

be used to deploy and manage the solution.  

Our proposed compute nodes reside in IBM Flex Chassis allowing these nodes to connect via an 

internal mid-plane to an internal IBM EN2092 1Gb switches which will greatly reduce the 

amount of bulky Cat5e cables required for the compute nodes, simplifying maintenance and 

removing potential failure points. 

The remainder of the management network is provided by rack-mounted IBM G8052 1Gb 

switches. 

1.7 Your proposed 3 FC All nodes in our solution feature two separate network interface components to offer resiliency 





Federated Institutional support

Operations Team Support
(Support to facilitators and Systems Administrators)

Institutional Support
(direct support to research)

Tickets
Training
Documentation	
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Shared	storage	approach

elasticluster

Mounting	GPFS	directly	is	Intrinsically	insecure,	
unless	re-exported	through	a	safe	protocol,	
such	as	SMB,	or	kerberised NFSv4,	leading	to	
duplication	of	data	for	performance…

which	may	be	OK



Manila	– Open	Stack	project

elasticluster

More	nuanced	than	crude	shared	storage

Requires	set	up	of	OpenStack	module	but	still	uses

Export	servers



iRods – Running	inside	OpenStack	VMs

elasticluster

Provides	a	proper	research	data	management	

layer	with	an	API-based	user	interface



Data	sharing	between	institutions

eMedLab



I’ll	stop	here…

Thank You!


